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Abstract

Obesity is one of the top health issues around the globe. Rapid adoption of smartphones presents an opportunity for delivering technology-based interventions that are designed to tackle behaviors that contribute to weight gain. Research shows that the vast majority of weight loss apps in the market place do not go beyond deploying tracking based strategies that are burdensome to the users. In this study, we present a new mobile app and an intervention system called SlipBuddy that puts less burden on users and implements stimulus control strategy to help users lose weight. We describe the SlipBuddy system in detail and present the results of the first phase of a pilot study. Our findings indicate that a mobile app that simply helps users identify and track overeating episodes can potentially result in weight loss.

1. Introduction

Obesity affects 13% of the world’s population, a rate that has doubled since 1980 [1]. Rates of obesity in the US are even worse, with 1/3 of the population affected [2]. Lifestyle interventions involve nutrition, exercise, and behavioral modification counseling and have been shown to be effective in reducing weight and preventing chronic disease [3]. Unfortunately, such interventions are expensive and require numerous patient visits with highly trained professionals over 6-12 months [4].

The use of smartphones has skyrocketed globally in the past decade, which has provided new ways to communicate with and educate patients. Mobile technology has the capacity to deliver evidence-based weight loss interventions with lower cost and burden than traditional intervention models. However, studies report that their potential is yet to be realized [5]. A recent literature review of mobile technology interventions illustrates the limited use of mobile technology, mainly text messaging, in such interventions [6]. Although many commercial mobile apps for weight management are available in the marketplace, they use a very narrow range of evidence-based strategies [7]. Moreover, studies show that they do not produce weight loss without more intensive treatment [8].

One drawback of commercial apps is that the key strategy employed is dietary and physical activity self-monitoring, a tedious process that requires the user to enter every food they have consumed and all exercise performed each day. While some users persist with this activity for weeks or months, many have difficulty initiating this task or persisting for more than a month [8]. Studies report that the apps in this space need to go beyond tracking, and deliver more personalized interventions through the integration of evidence-based theories and advanced technologies such as machine learning [7, 9, 10].

Mobile apps that implement evidence-based behavioral weight loss strategies with less burden...
could improve the impact of technology on the obesity epidemic. We explored how stimulus control, a common behavioral weight loss strategy, can be implemented in a mobile app and an intervention management system designed to deliver personalized interventions. In this paper, we describe the SlipBuddy system and present results from the initial phase of an mHealth intervention that utilizes SlipBuddy to deliver personalized messages to help users identify and avoid overeating stimuli.

2. Background

Dietary self-monitoring is a key behavioral strategy that is strongly associated with weight loss success in studies [11], but it is not clear how thorough a user has to be. Ample research shows that most individuals underreport when self-monitoring. One approach to reducing the intensity of dietary self-monitoring is to have individuals only record overeating episodes, meaning episodes of eating or drinking in which they consumed more than intended or at a time they did not intend to eat. This focuses the patient on the segment of their eating behavior that should be modified, rather than having them record all eating episodes, many of which may be portion-controlled, involve healthy choices, and require no modification. It may not be necessary for the user to spend time monitoring healthy choices, but instead spend time focusing exclusively on the unhealthy choices.

Stimulus control is a strategy in which the patient learns to 1) identify and avoid stimuli, or contextual factors, that trigger an unhealthy behavior, and 2) insert new stimuli into the environment that trigger healthy behaviors, ideally behaviors that are incompatible with the unhealthy behavior [12]. For example, if a patient overeats in front of the TV, the TV is likely an overeating trigger. Avoiding the TV or engaging in activities that are incompatible with eating while watching TV (e.g., walking on the treadmill) can help break the connection between TV and eating.

3. SlipBuddy

We designed and developed a technology intervention solution, illustrated in Figure 1, composed of a mobile app client called SlipBuddy, a server and a web based provisioning system for clinicians to monitor users’ progress and to manage delivery of individually tailored interventions. The following sections describe each component in detail.

3.1. SlipBuddy mobile app

SlipBuddy, an Android app, is developed to gather data related to users’ overeating episodes and to deliver behavioral modification interventions to help them focus on reducing the frequency of overeating episodes as a way to decrease overall intake. In addition to streamlining the process of self-monitoring, SlipBuddy also employs the evidence-based behavioral strategy referred to as stimulus control.

SlipBuddy users hit an “Oops!” button each time they overeat (see Figure 2). In order to leverage stimulus control, the app collects user-entered and passively sensed data after the user presses the Oops! button. Data collected include timestamp for data entry, episode date and time, levels of stress and hunger, activity being performed before or during the episode (e.g., working, socializing, watching TV, commuting), location, and type of meal associated with overeating (e.g., lunch or a snack). Users who need help determining if an eating episode is overeating can press “What is a Slip?” button to see a description of when they should press the button. The message displayed says “Report any eating that you feel resulted in your consuming (food or drink) more than planned at a meal or between meals. Examples might include having a donut at the office after you already had breakfast, eating an extra helping at dinner, grabbing a candy bar from the vending machine instead of the apple you brought for a snack, having a snack at night when you intended to stop eating for the night, having too many alcoholic drinks, etc.”

SlipBuddy also collects contextual data regularly during a day. Three check-ins are built into the app. The morning check-in, scheduled for 9:00 AM, asks five questions to collect data about morning stress and hunger levels, total number of hours slept and level of restedness, and daily weigh-in value. The afternoon check-in, scheduled for 2:00 PM, asks only about stress levels. The evening check-in, scheduled...
for 8:00 PM, asks about stress level at the time and provides the opportunity to record any overeating episodes that were not reported during the day. SlipBuddy allows users to complete check-ins for the current and the previous days.

After a period of use, each user’s SlipBuddy data is analyzed to generate a predictive model that directs the app to display a message to the user when they are in a situation that in the past has triggered overeating with a suggestion for how to manage that particular trigger (see Figure 3). For example, if a user often overeats when stressed, the app would nudge the user with a suggestion that says, “Your stress level is high! According to your data, you overeat more when stressed. Try reducing stress with an activity that doesn’t involve eating.”

The Tab Controller divides the two main data entry portions of the app and controls the tabbed view of the Main Activity. The left tab, the Overeating Fragment, opens the Overeating Episode Activity for entering overeating episodes to be stored in the Database. The right tab, the Status Updates Fragment, controls the Check-in functions and has an instance of the Page Controller that allows for swapping between its fragments (Yesterday Buttons Fragment and Today Buttons Fragment) using next and previous buttons. Upon selecting any of the incomplete status update buttons within these fragments, the Status Update Activity opens to allow the user to create a status update. These status updates are stored by the Activity into the Database. If the selected Check-in has been completed, the Activity will access the Database and display the completed status update values.

The Navigation Drawer shows the settings for the application and contains the Settings Activity, the History Activity, and the Export Data Function. The Settings Activity contains the settings that can be altered by the user. The settings are defined in an xml file. The History Activity displays a scroll of all overeating episodes that have previously been entered. The Export Data Function exports the database object to a local directory. An SQLite database is used on the mobile device to store data locally. The Notification Manager handles the notifications that the app displays. It accesses the Database to load stored settings.

### 3.2. SlipBuddy server

The server is designed and developed to facilitate scalable implementation of mobile health interventions. The data entered by users to SlipBuddy is regularly sent to the provisioning server using a sync service in the app using JSON format. The sync process is triggered every time new data is entered in
the client application, and will retry after a waiting period if the process fails. A sync metadata SQLite database is set up on the client, in the same configuration as the main client database, so that only new data will be sent to the server.

The server side is implemented using an HTTPS server connected to a PostgreSQL database. The server software is written in Java, and receives client requests and commits the data to the database. The requests are sent encrypted using the user’s password as a key. The server also has the ability to verify that a user’s password is correct by attempting to decrypt a phrase known to both the client and the server, which has been encrypted using the password provided by the client. Once interventions were implemented, they were sent to the clients in the response message for a successful sync operation.

3.3. SlipBuddy provisioning application

The SlipBuddy provisioning web application is developed to help manage and monitor interventions remotely. The web application, developed using Node.js and Jade templates, connects to SlipBuddy server’s PostgreSQL database in order to retrieve and interact with the data. To protect the privacy of user data, we have implemented several security features, such as using HTTPS with certified credentials and assigning users secure server-generated passwords.

The provisioning interface provides authenticated administrative-users (e.g., healthcare professionals responsible for running the intervention program) the ability to view SlipBuddy user IDs and their associated passwords, overeating episodes, check-ins, and recorded locations. Through the provisioning interface, authenticated administrative-users can create new users with auto-generated passwords and enable a SlipBuddy user to start receiving interventions. The ability to create new interventions on the ‘Interventions’ page, illustrated in Figure 5, is also provided to select administrative-users.

4. Methodology

We started conducting a pilot field study in November 2015 to evaluate SlipBuddy intervention. This pilot study consisted of two phases: (1) Assessment Phase and (2) Feedback Phase. Although we will describe procedures for both phases in this paper, we will only report results from the Assessment Phase since the Feedback Phase is still ongoing for some participants.

4.1 Participant recruitment

Participants were required to be over the age of 18 and have an Android smartphone running version 4.0 or later to install and use the SlipBuddy app. In addition, participants were either overweight (25.0 ≤ BMI < 30) or obese (BMI ≥ 30), were familiar with using mobile applications, and had an interest in losing weight. Participants were excluded if they were not willing to record their stress and weight on the app, did not use their phone daily, were unable to provide consent, were pregnant, or were prisoners.

Participants were recruited in two waves. The first wave consisted of participants recruited from the local community using flyers, electronic ads, and newsletters. Interested participants called the study staff to learn more about the study. During this call, study staff provided a detailed overview of the study procedures and asked questions related to eligibility. Eligible participants attended an in-person 1-hour baseline appointment. This appointment included informed consent, assessments, orientation to the study procedures, and mobile app installation. During this visit, participants downloaded the SlipBuddy mobile application to their phones and received instructions on how to use the app during the first phase of the study. Participants were telephoned one week after starting the app to make sure it was working properly, to answer any questions, and address technical difficulties.

Participants in the second wave were recruited at a national level through social media and web-based advertisement. All study procedures were performed online or over the phone. All procedures were
identical as the first wave, except the online participants completed an initial pre-screening survey and communicated with staff for the baseline appointment via phone instead of in person. The online recruitment was chosen in an effort to complete the pilot in a short period of time and to maximize generalizability by recruiting across the country.

4.2 Study procedures

The first month of app use was considered the Assessment Phase. Participants were asked to provide status updates using the app three times a day by responding to a set of questions, and to record any overeating episodes that occurred during the day, as described in Section 3.1. When they overate, they were instructed to open the app and click on the Oops! button and answer the questions related to their overeating episode. At the end of the one-month Assessment Phase, participants completed an individual interview to discuss their experience using the app, likes and dislikes, the type of feedback they would like to receive during the Feedback Phase, how they would like feedback messages to look, and how they wished to receive them. After the interview, participants took a two-month break from using the app while the study team analyzed both the collective and individual user data, and developed customized interventions based on the assessment data.

During the Feedback Phase, participants resumed use of the app for one month as they did in the Assessment Phase; they also received interventions that popped up when a participant was at risk of having an overeating episode based on past behavior. Feedback messages told participants that they were highly likely to overeat given their specific current circumstances (e.g., slept less than 6 hours and morning stress was high). An end-of-study interview was conducted at the end of the Feedback Phase to discuss participants’ overall opinions of the mobile application and feedback reports. The interview included questions related to adherence to use of the app, acceptability of the mobile application, technical difficulties, and reactions to the feedback messages.

4.3 Data analysis

Prior to data analysis, participants’ demographic data and app data were merged into a single data set. App data included check-ins and overeating episodes reported by participants using the app during the Assessment Phase of the pilot study.

Univariate analysis was conducted using MS Excel. Frequencies and percentages were calculated based on several demographic variables to understand how the data was distributed across different groups. Next we conducted bivariate analysis by constructing a Pearson correlation matrix using IBM SPSS software to understand the relationships between various factors including demographic variables and variables collected by the app. We then performed multivariate analysis to determine associations among groups of variables.

The bivariate and multivariate analyses helped us identify collections of variables that best predicted overeating behavior. Using these variables we constructed predictive models using decision trees. The decision trees machine learning technique is a powerful and widely used approach to discover predictive patterns in data and to conveniently represent these patterns in a compact tree structure. In order to construct decision trees, we used the Weka system’s J48 implementation of the popular C4.5 decision tree algorithm [13]. In generating these trees, k-fold cross-validation (k=10) was used to avoid overfitting. Additionally, we used Python’s Pandas, NumPy, and Matplotlib libraries to visualize our data.

5. Results

This section reports the results of our analysis performed over the data collected from participants during the Assessment Phase.

5.1 Data sample

Sixteen participants, who satisfied the requirements described in Section 4.1, were recruited for the pilot study. Each of these participants followed the study protocol described in Section 4.2.

Table 1 summarizes relevant characteristics of the set of participants. Participants’ gender, age, education level, household annual income, and initial weight varied widely, providing a good sample for the pilot study. Participant adherence to the app was notably high, with a small number of missed check-ins as Figure 6 shows. Participants reported overeating episodes on a daily basis, as Figure 7 illustrates.

Using the check-ins and overeating episodes reported by the participants during the Assessment Phase together with demographic information collected at the beginning of the pilot study, we assembled a dataset for analysis. This dataset consists of 352 data entries, each one corresponding to a single day of app data recorded per participant (22 days x 16 participants = 352 data entries). While most participants used SlipBuddy for more than 22
days, with a few participants continuing to use it even after the end of the Assessment Phase, one participant had only 22 daily records. To give equal representation of all participants, the data was fixed to contain information of days 1 through 22 for each participant.

Each of the 352 data entries consists of the participant’s demographic information, the responses provided to the questions asked during 3 daily check-ins and the number of overeating episodes reported for that day. Other derived variables (e.g., weight change during the study and number of overeating episodes recorded in previous day) were added to the dataset. Table 1 and Table 2 present some of the variables in the dataset.

Table 1. Summary participant data during the 1-month Assessment Phase (SD: Standard Deviation)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Number (%)</th>
<th>Body Weight Change in lbs Mean ± SD</th>
<th>as % of initial weight Mean ± SD</th>
<th>Total Number of Overeating Episodes Mean ± SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>female</td>
<td>10 (62.5%)</td>
<td>-0.60 lbs ± 2.73</td>
<td>-0.42% ± 1.40</td>
<td>12.30 ± 8.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>male</td>
<td>6 (37.5%)</td>
<td>-5.00 lbs ± 4.04</td>
<td>-2.10% ± 1.90</td>
<td>16.33 ± 10.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Age                         |            |                                    |                                  |                                               |
| 20-39                       | 6 (37.5%)  | -0.83 lbs ± 3.34                   | -0.37% ± 1.51                    | 15.50 ± 11.27                                 |
| 40-49                       | 4 (25%)    | -3.75 lbs ± 4.32                   | -1.94% ± 1.99                    | 12.75 ± 9.93                                  |
| 50-59                       | 4 (25%)    | -3.25 lbs ± 4.02                   | -1.33% ± 1.75                    | 10.50 ± 5.17                                  |
| 60-69                       | 2 (12.5%)  | -1.50 lbs ± 2.50                   | -0.72% ± 1.36                    | 17.50 ± 7.50                                  |

| Marital Status             |            |                                    |                                  |                                               |
| Single                     | 3 (18.75%) | 2.00 lbs ± 2.16                    | 0.86% ± 0.85                     | 8.33 ± 6.94                                   |
| Married                    | 10 (62.5%) | -2.50 lbs ± 3.01                   | -1.09% ± 1.38                    | 16.10 ± 10.73                                 |
| Divorced / Widowed / Other | 3 (18.75%) | -5.67 lbs ± 4.11                   | -3.80% ± 1.86                    | 16.88 ± 3.26                                  |

| Education                  |            |                                    |                                  |                                               |
| High school /some college  | 4 (25%)    | -3.00 lbs ± 3.94                   | -1.30% ± 1.74                    | 12.50 ± 8.26                                  |
| Trade school / Assoc.’s degree | 3 (18.75%) | -5.67 lbs ± 4.11                   | -2.62% ± 1.89                    | 12.33 ± 3.30                                  |
| Bachelor's degree          | 6 (37.5%)  | -1.00 lbs ± 3.42                   | -0.61% ± 1.65                    | 17.33 ± 12.71                                 |
| Some grad school / Master's degree | 3 (18.75%) | -0.33 lbs ± 1.25                   | -0.01% ± 0.48                    | 10.00 ± 4.55                                  |

| Ethnicity                  |            |                                    |                                  |                                               |
| Caucasian; non-Hispanic White | 13 (81.25%) | -3.08 lbs ± 3.65                   | -1.44% ± 1.70                    | 14.00 ± 10.26                                 |
| Other                      | 3 (18.75%) | 1.33 lbs ± 2.87                    | 0.66% ± 1.08                     | 13.00 ± 5.72                                  |

| Work Status                |            |                                    |                                  |                                               |
| Employed full-time         | 8 (50%)    | -0.88 lbs ± 2.85                   | -0.52% ± 1.28                    | 13.63 ± 10.48                                 |
| Employed part-time         | 3 (18.75%) | -2.00 lbs ± 2.16                   | -1.18% ± 1.28                    | 19.00 ± 11.43                                 |
| Disabled                   | 3 (18.75%) | -5.00 lbs ± 4.90                   | -2.23% ± 2.35                    | 12.33 ± 3.30                                  |
| Other                      | 2 (12.5%)  | -4.00 lbs ± 5.00                   | -1.59% ± 2.16                    | 9.00 ± 4.00                                   |

| Num. persons living in household |            |                                    |                                  |                                               |
| 1                           | 3 (18.75%) | -3.67 lbs ± 6.60                   | -1.94% ± 2.97                    | 14.33 ± 3.30                                  |
| 2                           | 7 (43.75%) | -2.57 lbs ± 3.20                   | -1.05% ± 1.39                    | 14.29 ± 12.09                                 |
| 3-4                         | 3 (18.75%) | -1.00 lbs ± 1.63                   | -0.67% ± 1.12                    | 14.00 ± 10.98                                 |
| 5-8                         | 3 (18.75%) | -1.33 lbs ± 2.62                   | -0.52% ± 1.22                    | 12.00 ± 3.56                                  |

| Avg. estimated household annual income |            |                                    |                                  |                                               |
| $0-$25 000                  | 3 (18.75%) | -5.00 lbs ± 4.90                   | -2.23% ± 2.35                    | 10.00 ± 5.72                                  |
| $35,001-$40,000            | 2 (12.5%)  | 2.50 lbs ± 2.50                    | 1.01% ± 1.01                     | 10.00 ± 8.00                                  |
| $45,001-$60,000            | 4 (25%)    | -4.25 lbs ± 3.56                   | -1.98% ± 1.63                    | 15.75 ± 5.63                                  |
| Over $75,001               | 7 (43.75%) | -1.29 lbs ± 1.67                   | -0.60% ± 0.85                    | 15.43 ± 12.01                                 |

| Initial body weight (lbs)   |            |                                    |                                  |                                               |
| 140-175                     | 4 (25%)    | -0.25 lbs ± 1.64                   | -0.21% ± 1.12                    | 12.75 ± 9.76                                  |
| 176-200                     | 4 (25%)    | -2.25 lbs ± 2.38                   | -1.20% ± 1.29                    | 13.75 ± 7.40                                  |
| 201-250                     | 4 (25%)    | -5.00 lbs ± 6.16                   | -2.26% ± 2.68                    | 14.50 ± 3.20                                  |
| 251-330                     | 4 (25%)    | -1.50 lbs ± 1.66                   | -0.52% ± 0.60                    | 14.25 ± 14.32                                 |
| Total                       | 16 (100%)  | -2.25 lbs ± 3.91                   | -1.05% ± 1.80                    | 13.81 ± 9.58                                  |
5.2 Group-based data analysis and predictive modeling

According to the univariate and bivariate analyses presented in Table 1, males lost more weight on average than females even though males reported a higher number of overeating episodes on average. Middle-aged participants (40-59 years) reported fewer overeating episodes and more weight loss on average compared to younger (20-39) and older (60-69) participants. Married participants exhibited a higher number of overeating episodes whereas participants who live alone experienced a higher weight loss than participants who live with others. Furthermore, part-time employees recorded the highest number of overeating episodes in average (19.00 ± 11.43) while participants who are single recorded the lowest number in average (8.33 ± 6.94). Out of the 16 participants, 9 lost weight (with an average of -4.9 lbs ±3.03; or -2.3% ±1.37), 3 kept the same weight, and 4 gained some weight (with an average of 2 lbs ±1.73; or 0.97%±0.61) while using the app during the one-month Assessment Phase.

Pairwise Pearson correlations (calculated using SPSS and shown in Table 2) provide additional insights. There are statistically significant positive pairwise correlations among education level, morning stress, and morning hunger (note that the hunger scale goes from 0, extremely hungry, to 10, uncomfortably full). Similarly for education level, and morning, afternoon, and evening stress. Both gender (male=0, female=1) and age exhibit statistically significant negative pairwise correlation with morning, afternoon, and evening stress, morning hunger, and feeling of being rested in the morning. Also, number of persons living in the participant’s household is significantly negatively correlated with education level, morning hunger, hours of sleep, and morning, afternoon, and evening stress.

Our variable of interest, whether a participant overeats on a given day, is significantly correlated only with whether the participant overate the previous day. Surprisingly, none of the other single variables under consideration has a statistically significant correlation with overeating. This fact points to the need for multivariate analysis to investigate associations between groups of variables or stimuli and overeating, rather than individual variables alone.

We performed predictive modeling to determine overeating patterns and stimuli valid across pilot study participants. For this, we employed decision trees (described in Section 4.3). Figure 8 illustrates a sample decision tree obtained in our experiments. It states that females and unmarried males who did not overeat the previous day are not likely to overeat; married men who did not overeat the previous day are likely to overeat if they have had 7 or fewer hours of sleep. Among participants who did overeat the previous day, those who are either employed part-time or are married are likely to overeat. This tree achieves a prediction accuracy of 68% using 10-fold cross-validation. A pruned version of this tree finds that married participants who overate the previous day are likely to overeat. This simplified tree achieves a 71.3% prediction accuracy, a significant improvement over the 63.5% accuracy obtained by the simplistic model that always predicts no overeating, the majority value of the overeating variable in our dataset.
then used this personalized decision tree model to predict individual behavior. A **Correlation** is significant (Sig.) at the 0.01 level (2-tailed), highlighted in dark green (+), dark blue (-), and light green (.), light blue (-).

### 5.3 Individual-based data analysis and personalized predictive modeling

In addition to creating group-based predictive models, we generated a personalized decision tree predictive model for each participant that can identify stimuli that make the participant likely to overeat. We then used this personalized decision tree model to generate behavioral interventions to alert the participant about the potential for overeating when the app detects the presence of these stimuli. These interventions were delivered to the participants during the Feedback Phase. As an illustration, we describe here personalized predictive models for two sample participants, denoted as participants A and B.

**Participant A** is a single female in her 30’s with some college education. She lost 10 pounds while...
using the app during the Assessment Phase. From her app-recorded data, we identified a significant negative correlation between occurrence of overeating episodes and number of sleep hours (Pearson Correlation = -0.675, with 2-tailed significance = 0.001). The decision tree constructed over her app-recorded data has a high prediction accuracy (86%) and is very succinct, as depicted in Figure 9. On days that she reported having slept over 6 hours, she did not overeat (100% accuracy). If she reported fewer than 6 hours of sleep, she was likely to overeat if she had no overeating episode the previous day. During her interview at the end of the Assessment Phase, she expressed full confidence in her ability to recognize what qualified as overeating: taking second servings, eating when already full, and having unhealthy or large snacks.

Figure 9. Participant A’s Decision Tree

Participant B is a divorced male in his 40’s with an Associate's degree. He experienced a net weight loss of 11 pounds while using the app during the Assessment Phase. During his interview at the end of this phase, he stated that he recorded restaurant meals and snacking on bread as instances of overeating. He expressed that he was aware of his overeating, but ate anyway. Nevertheless, he still managed to lose weight and reported greater awareness of overeating as a result of using the app. As depicted in the decision tree constructed over his app-recorded data in Figure 10, if he had weighed less than 212 pounds in the morning, had fewer than 8 hours of sleep, and was not stressed, he would not overeat.

Following this process, we created a personalized decision tree for each individual participant and corresponding intervention messages. Additional sample interventions are shown in Section 3.

6. Discussion

SlipBuddy was developed to help users identify and avoid stimuli that trigger overeating. During the Assessment Phase of the pilot study, participants consistently used the app and some continued using it after this phase ended even though they were no longer required to use it. This high utilization may be due to low burden associated with SlipBuddy use.

Figure 10. Participant B’s Decision Tree

Most participants reported losing weight during the Assessment Phase even though weight loss was not intended or expected since the interventions were not provided during this phase. Weight loss during the Assessment Phase may indicate that SlipBuddy can be effective in making participants more aware of their own overeating and associated stimuli. This new awareness alone may result in behavior change. During the interviews conducted at the end of this phase, participants reported that the app made them more aware of their stress level, and some reported making healthier food/activity choices as a result.

Although most participants mentioned that they could easily identify when they were overeating, some participants reported difficulties determining what constituted an overeating episode (e.g., some recorded any snack outside of a meal, while others only recorded overeating episodes they considered “stress-eating”), which may account for some of the differences in number of episodes reported. Although we provide a clear definition of when a participant is supposed to press the Oops! button in the app (in Section 3.1), we learned that participants may benefit from further instruction and examples of what constitutes overeating.

Some participants reported that the three fixed check-in times did not correspond with their schedules, so they ended up completing multiple check-ins late in the evening. This presents a concern regarding the reliability of the self-reported stress levels, since participants are more likely to forget or misjudge their stress levels after some time has elapsed. Some participants reported weighing themselves only weekly or a few times throughout the course of the study, even though the app asked participants to enter weight daily. Therefore, we only considered weight loss based on the initial weight reported and the final weight reported at the end of the Assessment Phase. Although weekly weight fluctuations may provide interesting insights, our data was not reliable enough to consider this as a factor. We also collected location information associated
with overeating episodes in the Assessment Phase. The participants had the option to turn off this feature. Our initial analysis of location data showed that although some participants provided location information, data cleaning needs to be performed on this data to identify meaningful insights.

7. Conclusions and Future Work

Slipbuddy app presents a novel approach to support weight loss; however it can be improved in a number of ways. Additional features that visually represent a user’s progress over time can be added to the app. For example, the app could display a user’s weight, number of overeating episodes, or stress over time. The app could provide graphs that are specific to interventions, allow users to quantify the intensity of overeating episodes using a scale or allow users to set goals for reducing overeating episodes gradually.

When it comes to stimulus control, the advantage of SlipBuddy over traditional counseling is that the app flags stimuli in the moment for the user and provides just-in-time intervention. In traditional counseling, patients are taught in sessions to identify stimuli that may be triggering unhealthy behaviors but they then must apply these skills independently in between sessions. The SlipBuddy app advances both technology and research paradigms by leveraging evidence-based behavioral strategies for weight loss, using passive sensing to detect contextual factors, minimizing user burden, and providing in-the-moment intervention. This paper reports on the analysis of the data collected during the Assessment Phase only. The results of the Feedback Phase will help us better understand how stimuli control interventions can be delivered through SlipBuddy.
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